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About me
● Research Engineer at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center
● I work on topics that involve compilers and toolchains for HPC
● Working with the RISC-V Vector Extension in LLVM since 2018 in the context 

of the European Processor Initative
● Also involved in BSC’s own programming model OmpSs and OpenMP

– Making sure tools we develop at BSC are fit for the task
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This talk
● Arm and RISC-V may be rivals in the commercial
● But there is a lot of synergy and mutual benefit at the technical trenches

– specially in the context of how open source tools benefit from collaboration
● Hardware industry does not seem very fond of open source

– momentum building: RISC-V, OpenPOWER, and others
– but in the same way that many proprietary software companies (e.g. Microsoft) eventually were at 

peace with open source, HW companies might follow a similar path
● I’ll try to make a point with the example of supporting Arm SVE and RISC-V 

Vector Extension in LLVM
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Very quick overview of vector ISAs
● Traditional SIMD ISAs have prescribed a size of the vector register which then 

compromises evolution of the ISA when the vector must be extended
– Intel: SSE (128-bit), AVX-2 (256-bit), AVX-512 (512-bit)
– Arm Advanced SIMD “NEON” (128-bit)
– IBM Altivec/VMX/VSX (128-bit)

● One of the goals of Arm SVE was to address this
– There is no point in introducing a new ISA just because we make the vector register longer

● In general vector ISAs are difficult because
– they may require a lot of area so architects must justify well any new instructions
– vector ISAs mirror (in fact “multiply”) the equivalent scalar operations (along with “vector only” 

instructions) which adds complexity in terms of encoding space and verification
– this leads to the feeling that vector ISAs always miss that key instruction one needs :) 
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RISC-V Vector Extension
● RISC-V needed a vector extension
● Setting to a fixed size vector would have been regressive

– also it would not align with the existing practice in RISC-V with the integer and floating point ISAs 
that have their registers (conceptually) parameterised (XLEN, FLEN)

● RISC-V had to be like Arm SVE in that sense (VLEN)
● As mentioned, vector ISAs take a lot of opcode space. RISC-V could not 

afford to use that much space
– Arm SVE has tradeoffs here too in the form of destructive instructions

● RISC-V chose to encode some of the vector instruction information outside 
of the instruction in architecture state
– based on an earlier research project at UCB Hwacha
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Scalable Vectors and Compilers
● Compilers work on what is called intermediate representations (IR)
● The LLVM infrastructure has a LLVM IR that looks like assembly with types and 

includes a vector type
● But those vectors types are fixed-size: they encode the exact number of 

elements in the vector register
– And that is OK: nothing like SVE existed before

● Arm did a fantastic work introducing vectors that are “scalable” in the LLVM IR
● Turns out those scalable vectors can be used for RISC-V too

– Arm is not alone anymore pushing for their “scalable” vectors on the LLVM community
– Two architectures make your proposal more solid and easier to justify
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Vector Length (and predication)
● RISC-V chose to encode some of the bits of the instruction in the architecture 

state
● One piece of state is the Vector Length which tells the instruction how many 

elements in the vector need to be operated
– This is very similar to vector machines of the 1970s

● NEC Aurora Tsubasa SX also has vector length so NEC researchers proposed a 
new IR for LLVM (VPred) that can represent vector operations with vector length
– This is going to be useable in loop vectorization and we, BSC, are pushing for it in the vectorizer

● RISC-V fits very well within the VPred proposal 
– NEC researchers are not alone pushing better support for vector length and predication in LLVM
– In fact SVE (and AVX-512) will also benefit from this!
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Conclusions
● Commercially the competition is unavoidable

– Everyone wants to sell their thing. This is OK
● But some pieces of infrastructure are too big for single companies

– this is the reason why FLOSS key infrastructure is worth funding
● FLOSS infrastructures are a natural place where alignment can be found 

between competing companies
– technical alignment between competitors reduces costs

● A technical solution that initally looked like only useful for SVE turned out to 
be useful for RISC-V too

● A technical proposal that initially looked like only useful for NEC Aurora 
turned out to be useful for RISC-V, SVE and others
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